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Angry Birds - perhaps the most popular mobile game ever created. Over the course of the few years the game has been available, it is as if not a single day without Angry Birds has been in the news. Rovio Mobile, the developer of the game, has ensured that the Angry Birds mania grows to enormous
proportions by now working only on improving the game, but also through merchandizing and clever marketing. A clear example is the recent news that Formula 1 driver Heikki Kovalainen will be racing with an Angry Birds-themed helmet. Realizing that it has a money-making machine on its hands, after
the launch of the original game, Rovio was dedicated to producing mostly more-of-the-same type of sequel paint from the game, with Evil Birds Seasons and Angry Birds Rio. While these newer games were pretty good too, with that familiar cute cartoonish style, and the same addictive gameplay,
Seasons and Rio didn't bring nearly any new features to the series. The main idea of the game remained largely the same, leaving some of us questioning Rovio's ability to design another game (be it in the Angry Birds universe or not) with the same success. When Angry Birds Space, the franchise's latest
iteration, was announced last month, we secretly began hoping for change. Well, now that Angry Birds Space is finally here (available on iOS, Android, PC and Mac), and we've played through 30-something of levels, we can safely say that Rovio has indeed recognized the need for some fresh air. As a
result, Angry Birds Space is the first real departure from the gameplay mechanics we've seen in previous versions of the game. GAMEPLAYBut why did the angry birds take the fight to space? Here's how the story goes: We find our famous birds living peacefully on earth, taking care of their beloved eggs.
However, in a single moment of intergalactic meaning, a space portal opens into the air, and a new type of kingfisher comes through, carrying a golden egg. Shortly after the kingfisher lands on Earth, though, a mechanical hand from the evil pig spacecraft follows it through the space portal and grabs the
golden egg along with the normal eggs of our birds. Upon realizing that their eggs are gone, our featherlight friends just take on that catapult of them and launch through the space portal into the air, and after the angry pigs. That pretty much sums up the main storyline of Angry Birds Space. Probably not
good enough for a feature-length movie, but certainly deep enough for a successful mobile puzzle game. What's so different about Angry Birds Space? The main difference in gameplay stems from the fact that the endless battle between birds and pigs is now taken to space, where different physical rules
apply. As you know from previous Angry Games, the game is played by launching your birds at the pigs that have barricaded themselves on the other side of the screen. However, in order to successfully hit the pigs, you need to consider the orbit that your launched bird will have, due to the earth's gravity.
Well, as you know, there's no gravity in space (actually, gravity is everywhere, but it's so weak in space that it's like there's no gravity at all), which makes a world of difference when playing Angry Birds Space. But hey, that doesn't mean you're happily launching them birds on the pesky piglets standing
right in front of you. No, no According to Rovio, space is actually a pretty dense place, full of all kinds of debris (destructible, in most cases) and small planetary objects, which have their own gravity fields, changing the orbit of your flying birds. In some levels, there is no gravity at all, but those levels are
usually full of other obstacles that you have to dodge to get to the piglets. In other levels, though, part of the area is gravity-free, but there are some large space objects that have their own gravity fields that you have to use to your own advantage, to overcome the difficulties of terrain. In addition, on some
levels you can activate space portals that take you to bonus levels where you collect some more points. The species of birds you have at your disposal are quite similar to those in previous games, but there are also some differences here, also in the way you will use them. Overall, we are very pleased
with the new gameplay mechanics and features because they end up making Angry Birds Space feel both familiar and very different at the same time. GRAPHICS AND SOUNDThe visual style of the game has remained virtually the same, which is a good thing, with the cute, polished characters playing
an important role in the success story of the game. What can we say? Birds and piglets are as round as ever, and everything else is just as polished and cute. The new space environments add to the astro-flavor of the game as well. The same goes for the sound and music of the game. Different sound
effects - the same great atmosphere we've come to love from previous Angry Birds games. Sure, it would have been nice to see something completely different and fresh in terms of graphics in Angry Birds Space, but such bold deviations from the original concept of the game must be very difficult to
undertake. After all, the game is still very cute, and the new environments, as we said, create a brand new Angry Birds experience. CONCLUSION At $0.99 for the iPhone ($2.99 for iPad) and free for Android, Angry Birds Space is a game you just have to play regardless of whether you're a part of the
Angry Birds mania so far or not. The game is easier to pick up than ever, due to the lower difficulty of the first levels, although even more experienced players face their challenge in the later will have. Right now, with Angry Birds Space you get three headacts, with a promised fourth coming soon. We
managed to play through the first 30 levels in an hour, but found ourselves stuck on the first levels of part two. We're glad Rovio finally shook things up a bit with Angry Birds Space. It's safe to say that this is the most entertaining and engaging Angry Birds ever. As the company continues to develop the
series with this level of success, Angry Birds may soon find itself dangerously close to becoming a game that should not be distributed through app stores. It should come preloaded on any device. Now go catch those bad piglets! Get Angry Birds Space for iPhone | iPadGet Angry Birds Space for Android
subscribe to our newsletter! Water balloon game for 2 or more people. Supplies: 2- Funnels with holes 2- bungee cords 2-stakes about 4' long Water Balloons Duct tape Bench or Table Cups, wooden blocks or aluminum cans (slightly stackable)Duct tape the two funnels together. Knock the two poles into
the ground. My bungees were only 20 long so the stakes are about 2' apart. Make a bungee cord on each stake. Put the other end of the bungees through the holes on the funnels. I taped everything so it wouldn't fall apart when throwing the water balloons. I used plastic cups stacked on bales of straw to
put the pigs on. You use aluminum cans, block of wood or whatever you have that can be stacked and easily toppled. Put a balloon in the funnel, pull back and throw balloons at the pigs. Take turns throwing balloons. Score 1 point for every pig you crack. The first up to 10 wins. Participated in the 3rd
Epilog ChallengePart in the game.life challengeParted to the MakerBot Challenge Angry Birds fans should be tickled pink today with updates coming over for three Angry Birds Windows Phone 8 Xbox titles. Angry Birds Space, Angry Birds Star Wars and the original Angry Birds games all got updates that
deliver new levels and a few performance tweaks. Angry Birds was bumped to version 3.3 and adds an additional 15 levels of the game. You'll also get a new manual targeting to throw Red through the air with a little more accuracy. Just tap the screen when Red is zero in flight at the point of impact.
Angry Birds Star Wars Endor Angry Birds Space moves to version 1.6 and adds 35 new levels that include a new boss fight and fragile planets. Angry Birds Star Wars (the original) jumps to version 1.4.2 and adds 30 new Endor levels, complete with swinging logs and AT-ST Walkers. All this comes on the
heels of a small update of Angry Birds Star Wars II which may be a sign that Rovio is picking up speed with the Windows Phone support. Each of the three updated Angry Birds title runs $.99 (trial available) and are available for Windows Phone 8 devices. Get you from the Windows Phone Store using the
following links. Angry Birds Angry Birds Space Angry Birds Star Wars Source: Supplied Every smartphone user has probably heard of Angry Birds, the mega-successful mobile game that grew into a global franchise that generates huge revenue (culminating with the release of animated film produced and
released by Sony Pictures). If you're having fun playing Angry Birds, and you want to try similar games, we have some titles you'll probably want to try. Of course, we're talking about games that resemble the classic Angry Birds - the physics-based puzzle with birds thrown from catapults to pigs - not spin-
offs like Angry Birds Epic or Angry Birds Go, which offer different gameplays. All the games you'll discover below are available on Android, as well as on iOS, and we include download links for each of them (following their description). In alphabetical order: SIGN UP for OUR NEWSLETTER! Newsletter!
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